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VP.INSIDER
A MAR-COMPLIANT WEB-SOLUTION
THAT HELPS YOU KEEP EVERYTING
LEGAL

vp.INSIDER is an online system that makes it easy for

sent on registration and “de-registration” to insider lists.

you to keep track of both insider registers and reports.

The functionality makes it possible to avoid paper-based

You can also streamline and optimise your processes.

processes and optimally manage the insider processes. An

vp.INSIDER gives you a clear overview and can easily

e-mail alert can be set up for registration on an insider list with

fulfil your company’s statutory obligations.

or without a receipt, and to obtain personal data directly from
the insider.

Insider registre
You can use vp.INSIDER to maintain all insider lists, both

The module can be purchased separately.

general and temporary. You can create insider reasons and
register several simultaneous insider reasons. Insider lists in

Reporting service

both Danish and English can be generated.

The reporting process can be outsourced to VP INVESTOR
SERVICES, where the report becomes a matter directly

Data capture

between VP and the managerial employee. The company itself

Data capture records all transactions that are registered for

thus does not have to be involved in the reporting process.

a managerial employee and his or her related parties. Data

VP can take over the task of reporting to the Danish Financial

capture can be seen in vp.INSIDER immediately and concerns

Supervisory Authority before the deadline.

both registered and non-registered transactions. Finally, data
capture is independent of the reporter’s bank.

Benifits
•

Online access and secure storage of sensitive insider data

E-mail alerts

•

Full history and traceability

Automatic e-mail alerts can be set up to notify trading periods

•

Automatic data capture

and data capture of trades. They can be sent out automatically

•

Automatic e-mail alerts

to specific groups, or manually to one or several recipients. All

•

Management of processes and activities

issues include logs and full traceability. The alerts can be sent

•

Streamlining and optimisation of insider administration

in both Danish and English, with attached documents such as

•

Reduction of operational risk

the company’s rules for insider trading.

•

Outsourcing of the reporting

•

process, so that the company is not the reporting

Workflow

intermediary.

Workflow Premium is an automatic e-mail alert that is
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